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SPECIFICATIONS
FURNITURE PROCUREMENT PACKAGE
LARAMIE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
LUDDEN LIBRARY RENOVATION & ADDITION
S1A,B,C,D

MULTIGENERATION HYBRID CHAIR
Manufacturer: Knoll
Model Number: 2HASXSC

OVERVIEW:
MultiGeneration by Knoll® has a form and function that encourages natural movement, allowing us to focus and communicate more effectively. The open design allows for 270° sitting

SPECIFICATIONS:
Fixed arms
Soft casters except (4) in Innovation 150 are hard casters
Roll top edge
Passive flex back
Plastic frame with upholstered seat pad

GENERAL:
Overall Depth: 21.9”
Overall Height: 33.9”
Overall Width: 25.6”
Seat Height: 17.6”
Arm Height: 26.9”

FINISHES:
S1(All): Shell- Off White; Frame- Chrome
S1A: Seat Cushion- Vibe II 'Bravo' (Orange) K2154/5
S1B: Seat Cushion- Vibe II 'Glam' (Lt Grey) K2154/15
S1C: Seat Cushion- Vibe II 'Zesty' (yellow) K2154/2
S1D: Seat Cushion- Vibe II 'Goddess' (Lt blue) K2154/8

DIMENSIONS:
25.6”W x 21.9”D x 33.9”H

WARRANTY:
12 years of 24 hour, 7 day a week, multi shift use
FULL DETAILS: www.knoll.com/warranty
LARAMIE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
LUDDEN LIBRARY RENOVATION & ADDITION
S2A,B,C,D

REGENERATION TASK CHAIR
Manufacturer: Knoll
Model Number: 441HP4TXSC
Finish: TBD

OVERVIEW:
Innovative in its simplicity, ReGeneration minimizes materials and components. The straightforward design leverages flexible, durable and sustainable materials that respond to your movements, providing comfort and support throughout the day.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Flex back net
- High back
- Synchronized recline
- High performance arms
- Polished aluminum base
- No lumbar
- Hard casters

GENERAL:
Overall Depth: 4.6” (excluding base)
Overall Height: 38.1-43.3”
Overall Width: 29”
Seat Height: 16.4-21.6”
Arm Height: 22.5”-31.9”

DIMENSIONS:
29”W x 24.6”D x 38.1”H

WARRANTY:
12 years of 24 hour, 7 day a week, multi shift use
FULL DETAILS: www.knoll.com/warranty

FINISHES:
S2 (All): Base-Polished Alum; Frame- Black plastic; Flex Back-Pebble (off white)
S2A: Seat Cushion- Vibe II ‘Bravo’ (Orange) K2154/5
S2B: Seat Cushion- Vibe II ‘Glam’ (Lt Grey) K2154/15
S2C: Seat Cushion- Vibe II ‘Zesty’ (yellow) K2154/2
S2D: Seat Cushion- Vibe II’Goddess’ (Lt blue) K2154/8

COLORS SHOWN ARE NOT REPRESENTATIVE OF ACTUAL FINISH. PLEASE SEE PHYSICAL FINISH SAMPLE.
GROVE SINGLE SEAT LOUNGE
Manufacturer: HON
Model Number: HML1S
Finish: TBD

OVERVIEW:
Grove is the versatile lounge seating designed to help you greet, meet, focus, relax and accomplish more. This change-of-pace collection delivers the comfort people crave, while encouraging focus and interaction throughout the workplace.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Straight arm
- Tapered square leg
- Fully upholstered

GENERAL:
- Assembly Type: Fully assembled
- Gross Weight: 75.0 lbs.
- Overall Depth: 31.5”
- Overall Height: 29.25”
- Overall Width: 35”
- Seat Depth: 19”
- Seat Width: 24”
- Units per package: 1

FINISHES:
- S5 (All): Base - Satin Chrome Paint; Shell & Arms – ArcCom Santa Fe Smoke
- S5A: Seat & Back Cushion - ArcCom Santa Fe Green Apple #12 AC-60281
- S5B: Seat & Back Cushion - ArcCom Santa Fe Pacific #13 AC-60282
- S5C: Seat & Back Cushion - ArcCom Santa Fe Papaya #7 AC-60276

DIMENSIONS:
35”W x 31.5”D x 29.25”H

WARRANTY:
Full lifetime warranty

COLORS SHOWN ARE NOT REPRESENTATIVE OF ACTUAL FINISH. PLEASE SEE PHYSICAL FINISH SAMPLE.
LARAMIE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
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S6A,B,C

MULTIGENERATION
Manufacturer: Knoll
Model Number: 25TCS3SC
Finish: TBD

OVERVIEW:
MultiGeneration by Knoll® High Task is a simple, small-scale high task chair with a responsive, open design that allows you to fidget to focus. It encourages natural movement, allowing us to focus, interact and collaborate more effectively.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- 5-star base
- High task cylinder
- Armless
- Upholstered seat
- Grey plastic base
- Hard casters
- Roll top edge

GENERAL:
- Overall Depth: 27”
- Overall Height: 38-48”
- Overall Width: 27”
- Seat Height: 23-33.3”

DIMENSIONS:
27”W x 27”D x 38”H

FINISHES:
- S6(All): Shell- Off White; Frame- Chrome
- S6A: Seat Cushion- Vibe II 'Bravo' (Orange) K2154/5
- S6B: Seat Cushion- Vibe II 'Glam' (Lt Grey) K2154/15
- S6C: Seat Cushion- Vibe II 'Zesty' (yellow) K2154/2
- S6D: Seat Cushion- Vibe II 'Goddess' (Lt blue) K2154/8

WARRANTY:
12 years of 24 hour, 7 day a week, multi shift use
FULL DETAILS: www.knoll.com/warranty

COLORS SHOWN ARE NOT REPRESENTATIVE OF ACTUAL FINISH. PLEASE SEE PHYSICAL FINISH SAMPLE.
JUNXION
Manufacturer: Dauphin
Model Number: BANQUETTE TYPICAL

OVERVIEW:
Junxion’s bench seats and 6” thick acoustic walls provide the basis for conveying power and technology and, when combined with work surfaces can be configured in infinite ways to meet the need for quiet and privacy.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Two seats seats
Fixed screen
Armless
Upholstered surround, seat, and back
Slider glides
Table with two disc bases

GENERAL:
60W x 24D Bench with 4DGbJxzu7”H back wall
Four seat cushions for two 60” wide seat units.
60”W x 30”D table (see product T12 for table information), two metal disc bases.
Fixed back cushion for 60”W back wall.

FINISHES:
Surround - ArcCom Alpha Fog
Seat - ArcCom Alpha Ash
Seat back - Maharam Taper Lightening

DIMENSIONS:
24”D x 60”W x 47”H

WARRANTY:
10 years
JUNXION ANGLED WITH WORK SHELF

Manufacturer: Dauphin
Model Number:

OVERVIEW:
Junxion's bench seats and 6” thick acoustic walls provide the basis for conveying power and technology and, when combined with work surfaces, can be configured in infinite ways to meet the need for quiet and privacy - for focus or group work in noisy, open spaces.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- 2 piece wedge sectional
- Work shelf mounted on the back
- Integrated power and data
- Fixed back cushion
- Legs with floor levelers
- Acoustic walls
- Inner spring seat cushion

GENERAL:
- Wedge Depth: 24”
- Wedge Height: 53”
- Wedge Width: 48”

DIMENSIONS:
- 42”D x 4’W x 90”W x 53”H

WARRANTY:
- 10 years

FINISHES:
- Surround - ArcCom Alpha Fog
- Seat - ArcCom Alpha Ash
- Seat back - Maharam Taper Lightening
- Worktop - Laminate Designer White
Jens Risom Child’s Side Chair
Manufacturer: Knoll
Model Number: 666CS-WB
Finish: TBD

OVERVIEW:
Jens Risom’s designs, described at their introduction as “good, honest furniture,” were the first pieces ever designed for and manufactured by Knoll. Their brightly colored webbing and simple design make these scaled-down versions ideal for a kid’s craft station or miniature modern tea party.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Webbed seat and back
Water repellent
Solid honey beech frame
Mortise and tenon construction
Catalyzed lacquer finish

GENERAL:
Overall Depth: 15.625”
Overall Height: 23”
Overall Width: 13.125”
Seat Height: 13.25’

FINISHES:
S12All): Frame- Clear Maple
S12A: Webbing- Orange
S12B: Webbing- Green
S12C: Webbing- Blue
S12D Webbing- Red

DIMENSIONS:
13.125”W x 15.625”D x 23”H

WARRANTY:
5 years
FULL DETAILS: www.knoll.com/warranty

COLORS SHOWN ARE NOT REPRESENTATIVE OF ACTUAL FINISH. PLEASE SEE PHYSICAL FINISH SAMPLE.
MULTIGENERATION
Manufacturer: Knoll
Model Number: 2BCNX

OVERVIEW:
MultiGeneration by Knoll® High Task is a simple, small-scale high task chair with a responsive, open design that allows you to fidget to focus. It encourages natural movement, allowing us to focus, interact and collaborate more effectively.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Sled Base
Armless
Upholstered seat
Bar Height Stool

GENERAL:
Overall Depth: 23.4”
Overall Height: 44.5”
Overall Width: 18.6”
Seat Height: 29.5”

FINISHES:
S13(All): Shell- Off White; Frame- Chrome
S13A: Seat Cushion- Vibe II 'Bravo' (Orange) K2154/5
S13B: Seat Cushion- Vibe II 'Glam' (Lt Grey) K2154/15
S13C: Seat Cushion- Vibe II 'Zesty' (yellow)  K2154/2
S13D: Seat Cushion- Vibe II 'Goddess' (Lt blue)  K2154/8

DIMENSIONS:
18.6”W x 23.4”D x 44.5”H

WARRANTY:
12 years of 24 hour, 7 day a week, multi shift use
FULL DETAILS: www.knoll.com/warranty

COLORS SHOWN ARE NOT REPRESENTATIVE OF ACTUAL FINISH. PLEASE SEE PHYSICAL FINISH SAMPLE.
ANTENNA LEG BASE TABLE
Manufacturer: Knoll
Model Number: YKTS3636DL

OVERVIEW:
Antenna Workspaces includes a wide range of tables and table desks suitable for everyday application in the office. The modular design of Antenna table components allows for the creation of nearly limitless configurations.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Laminate Top
- Matching Edge Flat Edge
- Metal Base
- Adjustable glides

GENERAL:

DIMENSIONS:
36”W x 36”D x 28.5”H

WARRANTY:
Lifetime Warranty – 24 hour, 7 days a week multi-shift use

FINISHES:
- Top & Edge - Laminate Whitened Ash
- Legs – Silver (smooth)

FULL DETAILS: www.knoll.com/warranty
FLOCK ROUND MINI WITH LAMINATE TOPPER

Manufacturer: Hon
Model Number: HFLYO1T

OVERVIEW:
Flock is the versatile seating collection that brings small groups together and supports each individual need. Easily move this Flock mini cylinder throughout your space whenever collaboration calls.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Laminate topper
- Upholstered
- Casters

GENERAL:
- Gross Weight: 13.0 lbs.
- Overall Depth: 18.5”
- Overall Height: 17”
- Overall Width: 18.5”
- Units per package: 1

FINISHES:
- T2A: Top - Laminate Skyline Walnut
  Sides-ArcCom Santa Fe Green Apple
- T2B: Top - Laminate Skyline Walnut
  Sides-ArcCom Santa Fe Pacific
- T2C: Top - Laminate Skyline Walnut
  Sides-ArcCom Papaya
- T2D: Top - Laminate Skyline Walnut
  Sides-ArcCom Santa Fe Clementine

DIMENSIONS:
18.5”D x 17”H

WARRANTY:
Full Lifetime Warranty
FLOCK ROUND MINI
Manufacturer: Hon
Model Number: HFLYO1
Finish: TBD

OVERVIEW:
Flock is the versatile seating collection that brings small groups together and supports each individual need. Easily move this Flock mini cylinder throughout your space whenever collaboration calls.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Fully upholstered
Hidden glide

GENERAL:
Gross Weight: 13.0 lbs.
Overall Depth: 18.5”
Overall Height: 17”
Overall Width: 18.5”
Units per package: 1

FINISHES:
T2E: Top & Sides-ArcCom Santa Fe Green Apple
T2F: Top & Sides-ArcCom Santa Fe Pacific
T2G: Top & Sides-ArcCom Santa Fe Papaya
T2H: Top & Sides-ArcCom Santa Fe Clementine

DIMENSIONS:
18.5”D x 17”H

WARRANTY:
Full Lifetime Warranty

COLORS SHOWN ARE NOT REPRESENTATIVE OF ACTUAL FINISH. PLEASE SEE PHYSICAL FINISH SAMPLE.
LARAMIE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
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T3L, T3R DIVIDENDS HORIZON TRAPEZOID

COLORS SHOWN ARE NOT REPRESENTATIVE OF ACTUAL FINISH. PLEASE SEE PHYSICAL FINISH SAMPLE.

OVERVIEW:
Manufacturer: Knoll
Model Numbers:
WORK SURFACES: D1WT483024G - D1WT482430G
LEGs: YBSLDH4

SPECIFICATIONS:
Worksurface, Trapezoidal, 48Wx24D-leftx30D-right, no grommet
Trapezoidal, 48Wx30D-leftx24D-right, grommet
Simple Table Legs, Desk Height with Adjustable Glides, high range (set of 4)

GENERAL:
Simple Table Legs, Desk Height with Adjustable Glides, high range legs (set of 4)

DIMENSIONS:
SEATED HEIGHT - LEFT SIDE TABLE:
48Wx30D-leftx24D-right
SEATED HEIGHT - RIGHT SIDE TABLE:
48Wx24D-leftx30D-right

WARRANTY:
Lifetime Warranty – 24 hour, 7 days a week multi-shift use

FINISHES:
Top & Edge - Laminate Whitened Ash
Legs - Silver

FULL DETAILS: www.knoll.com/warranty
KNOLL - ANTENNA TABLE
STANDING HEIGHT
24 x 72, no flip top, casters, Standing Height

OVERVIEW:
Manufacturer: Knoll
Model Numbers: YELH24 - YT7224L - YBRS69 - YBSCL

SPECIFICATIONS:
Antenna Desk Top, 72W 24D 1-1/4H, laminate
End Leg, Standing Height, 1W 21D 35H, for 24" deep top
End Leg, Standing Height, 1W 21D 35H, for 24" deep top
-Starter Rail, 69W, for 72" Wide Desk, (pair)
-Caster Kit for Simple Table, locking, (pair)

GENERAL:

DIMENSIONS:
STANDING HEIGHT 35H
72Wx24D

WARRANTY:
Lifetime Warranty – 24 hour, 7 days a week multi-shift use

FINISHES:
Top - Laminate Whitened Ash
Legs - Silver

FULL DETAILS: www.knoll.com/warranty
LARAMIE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
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T5

DOWNTOWN COLLABORATIVE TABLE
Manufacturer: Artopex
Model Number: DW-DFV294872DR

OVERVIEW:
Downtown flourishes in meeting, gathering and lounge zones creating casual, collaborative, professional work environments

SPECIFICATIONS:
2 square metal legs
1 tubular metal leg with square base plate
Laminate top
6 person media table

GENERAL:
Gross Weight: 180 lbs.
Overall Depth: 48”
Overall Height: 29”
Overall Width: 72”

DIMENSIONS:
48”D x 72”D x 29”H

WARRANTY:
Lifetime warranty

FINISHES:
Top- Laminate Artopex Seasalt
Base - Silver
JENS RISOM CHILD’S AMOEBA TABLE
Manufacturer: KNOLL STUDIO
Model Number: 643TAS
Finish: Honey Beech and Honey Laminate

OVERVIEW:
Jens Risom’s designs, described at their introduction as "good, honest furniture," were the first pieces ever designed for and manufactured by Knoll. The Amoeba Table is a whimsical addition to the playroom and a great introduction to design.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Top is ¾” thick Honey Beech laminate of 3-ply construction with medium density fiberboard core and plastic laminate backer. Legs and apron are select European Beech hardwood with a toned natural finish. Mortise and tenon construction. Lacquer finish. GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified®

GENERAL:
Gross Weight: 180 lbs.
Overall Depth: 48”
Overall Height: 29”
Overall Width: 72”

DIMENSIONS:
32”D x 42”W x 29”H

WARRANTY:
Lifetime warranty

FINISHES:
Top- Laminate Knoll Honey Beech
Base - Wood Beech

FULL DETAILS: www.knoll.com/warranty
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T7 ANTENNA TRAINING TABLE POWERED SEATED HEIGHT W/CASTER

ANTENNA TABLE

OVERVIEW:
Manufacturer: Knoll
1 - YBRSS7 - Starter Rail, 57W, for 60” Wide Desk, (pair)
2 - YELD30 - End Leg, Desk Height, 1W 27D 25H, for 30” deep top
1 - YT6030L - Antenna Desk Top, 60W 30D 1-1/4H, laminate
1 - POW-CURRENT-10 - Antenna Desk Top, 60W 30D 1-1/4H, laminate

SPECIFICATIONS:
Straight leg rectangular 4-Leg Table, Casters, grommet, laminate, powered

GENERAL:

DIMENSIONS:
SEATED HEIGHT
60” w x 30” d

WARRANTY:
Lifetime Warranty – 24 hour, 7 days a week multi-shift use

FINISHES:
Top & Edge - Laminate Whitened Ash
Legs - Silver

FULL DETAILS: www.knoll.com/warranty
LARAMIE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE  
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T8  ANTEenna 3 Stations – W/ Glass Screens

ANTENNA 120 – 3 TYPICALS  
3 Stations per Typical  
(9 Stations Total)  
FROSTED SCREEN OPTION

OVERVIEW:

Manufacturer: Knoll  
Model Number: WORKSURFACE: YTVC27484827L

SPECIFICATIONS:

Antenna 120 Degree Top, Curvilinear Front, Left  
27D 48W, Right 48W 27D, laminate  
End Leg, Desk Height for Dual Big Table, 1W 50-1/2D 25H, for 24” to 30” deep back to back tops -  
Screen for Big Table/Horsepower, for 42” high horizon, 48W 1/2D 14H, Frosted glass screens (3 per station). NO GROMMETS NEEDED

GENERAL:

PROPOSED QUANTITY: 3 TYPICALS  
3 Stations per Typical - 3 Typicals Proposed  
9 Stations Total

Each station provides 3 Current clamp on power unit, 3 power, 2 usb, 10ft cord

FINISHES:

Top / Edge - Laminate Whitened Ash  
Legs - Silver  
Screen - Frosted

DIMENSIONS:

SEATED HEIGHT  
Antenna 120 Degree Top, Curvilinear Front, Left  
27D 48W, Right 48W 27D, laminate  
End Leg, Desk Height for Dual Big Table, 1W 50-1/2D 25H, for 24” to 30” deep back to back tops -  
Screen for Big Table/Horsepower, for 42” high horizon, 48W 1/2D 14H, laminate

WARRANTY:

Lifetime Warranty – 24 hour, 7 days a week multi-shift use

FULL DETAILS: www.knoll.com/warranty
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T10L,T10R   TRAPEZOID LOW RANGE HEIGHT (RIGHT & LEFT)

LOW RANGE TRAPEZOIDAL TABLE
Manufacturer: Knoll
Model Number: KBXL42DEG

OVERVIEW:
Worksurface, Trapezoidal, 48Wx30D-leftx24D-right, no grommet
Worksurface, Trapezoidal, 48Wx24D-leftx30D-right, no grommet
Simple Table Legs, LOW RANGE Height with Adjustable Glides, low range (set of 4)

SPECIFICATIONS:

GENERAL:

DIMENSIONS:
LOW RANGE ADJUSTABLE LEGS FOR CHILDREN HEIGHT
48Wx30D-leftx24D-right
48Wx24D-leftx30D-right

WARRANTY:
Lifetime Warranty – 24 hour, 7 days a week multi-shift use

FINISHES:
Top & Edge - Laminate Whitened Ash
Legs - Silver

FULL DETAILS: www.knoll.com/warranty

COLORS SHOWN ARE NOT REPRESENTATIVE OF ACTUAL FINISH. PLEASE SEE PHYSICAL FINISH SAMPLE.
LARAMIE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE  
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**T11A,D**

**BOOST**  
Manufacturer: OFS  
Model Number: F49057

**OVERVIEW:**  
Fully upholstered Trapezoid shaped ottoman. Fabricated structures are upholstered utilizing high resilient polyurethane foam for long lasting support and comfort.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**  
Fully Upholstered  
Trapezoid Shape- Medium  
Concealed glides

**DIMENSIONS:**  
20.75”W x 20.5”D x 17.75”H

**WARRANTY:**  
OFS upholstered products warrant to 5 years. OFS will repair or replace, our their discretion, without charge to the purchaser any product which fails as the result of such a defect during the warranty period.

**GENERAL:**  
Overall Depth: 20.5”  
Overall Height: 17.75”  
Overall Width: 20.75”  
Seat Depth: 20.5”  
Seat Width: 20.75”  
Seat Height: 17.75”  
Weight: 21lbs

**FINISHES:**
BOOST
Manufacturer: OFS
Model Number: F49157

OVERVIEW:
Fully upholstered Trapezoid shaped ottoman. Fabricated structures are upholstered utilizing high resilient polyurethane foam for long lasting support and comfort.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Fully Upholstered
Trapezoid Shape- Medium
Concealed glides

DIMENSIONS:
25.75”W x 25.5”D x 17.75”H

WARRANTY:
OFS upholstered products warrant to 5 years. OFS will repair or replace, our their discretion, without charge to the purchaser any product which fails as the result of such a defect during the warranty period.

FINISHES:
LARAMIE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
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T-11C,F

BOOST
Manufacturer: OFS
Model Number: F49257

OVERVIEW:
Fully upholstered Trapezoid shaped ottoman. Fabricated structures are upholstered utilizing high resilient polyurethane foam for long lasting support and comfort.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Fully Upholstered
Trapezoid Shape - Large
Concealed glides

GENERAL:
Overall Depth: 35.5”
Overall Height: 17.75”
Overall Width: 36”
Seat Depth: 35.5”
Seat Height: 17.75”
Seat Width: 36”
Weight: 61lbs

DIMENSIONS:
36”D x 35.5”W x 17.75”H

WARRANTY:
OFS upholstered products warrant to 5 years. OFS will repair or replace, our their discretion, without charge to the purchaser any product which fails as the result of such a defect during the warranty period.

FINISHES:
LARAMIE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
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T-14

QUARRY
Manufacturer: Leland
Model Number: QMT

OVERVIEW:
With Quarry, designers have the flexibility to move about the space supporting productivity and collaboration.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Metal Pedestal Base
Laminate table top with matching edge

GENERAL:
Overall Width: 24.7”
Overall Depth: 17”
Overall Height: 26”

DIMENSIONS:
24.6”W x 17”D x 26”H

WARRANTY:
All merchandise is manufactured in accordance with our high industrial and design standards and is warranted to be free from defects of material and workman ship for 5 years from date of delivery or placement in storage. The warranty covers goods under normal use and is in service under conditions for which the merchandise is designed. Leland International considers normal use to be 5 days per week, 8 hours per day.

FINISHES:
Top - Laminate
Legs - Silver
**LARAMIE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE**  
**LUDDEN LIBRARY RENOVATION & ADDITION**  

T15 **ANTENNA SIMPLE TABLE RECTANGULAR DESK HEIGHT CASTERS**

---

### ANTENNA LEG BASE TABLE

Manufacturer: Knoll  
1 - YBRS33 - Starter Rail, 33W, for 36" Wide Desk, (pair)  
2 - YELSD24 - End Leg, Desk Height, for 24" deep top  
1 - YT3624L - Desk Top, 36W 24D 1-1/4H, laminate

### OVERVIEW:

Antenna Workspaces includes a wide range of tables and table desks suitable for everyday application in the office. The modular design of Antenna table components allows for the creation of nearly limitless configurations.

### SPECIFICATIONS:

- Laminate Top  
- Matching Edge  
- Flat Edge  
- Metal Base  
- Adjustable glides  
- Casters

### GENERAL:

### DIMENSIONS:

24"D x 36"W x 28.5"H

### WARRANTY:

Lifetime Warranty – 24 hour, 7 days a week multi-shift use

### FINISHES:

- Top & Edge - Laminate Whitened Ash  
- Legs – Silver (smooth)

---

CASTERS NOT SHOWN

FULL DETAILS: www.knoll.com/warranty
ANTENNA LEG BASE TABLE
Manufacturer: Knoll
1 - YBRS33 -Starter Rail, 33W, for 36" Wide Desk, (pair)
2 - YELH24 -End Leg, Standing Height, 1W 21D 35H, for 24" deep top
1 - YT3624L -Desk Top, 36W 24D 1-1/4H, laminate

OVERVIEW:
Antenna Workspaces includes a wide range of tables and table desks suitable for everyday application in the office. The modular design of Antenna table components allows for the creation of nearly limitless configurations.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Laminate Top
Matching Edge
Flat Edge
Metal Base
Casters

GENERAL:

DIMENSIONS:
24”D x 36”W x 36”H

WARRANTY:
Lifetime Warranty – 24 hour, 7 days a week multi-shift use

FINISHES:
Top & Edge - Laminate Whitened Ash
Legs – Silver (smooth)

FULL DETAILS: www.knoll.com/warranty
Flagship Series Pedestal "R" Pull Mobile B/B/F 23D

OVERVIEW:
Manufacturer: HON
Model Number: H18723R

SPECIFICATIONS:
Steel frame
Integrated handles
Steel ball-bearing drawer suspensions
B/B/F
Keyed alike

GENERAL:
28"H fits under all HON worksurfaces and desk shells.
•Pencil tray standard in top box drawer.
•One box divider standard in each box drawer.
•One cross rail standard in each file drawer.
•Ball-bearing suspension on file and box drawers with 90% extension.
•File drawers have high sides for filing front-to-back.
•Equipped with HON “One Key” interchangeable core removable locks.
•Front casters are fixed, rear casters swivel on mobile pedestals.
•“R” pull

FINISHES:
Paint: Platinum Metallic
HON – FLAGSHIP
Modular Storage Cabinet 18"D x 28"H x 30"W

OVERVIEW:
Manufacturer: HON
Model Number: HFMSC182830RWB

SPECIFICATIONS:
2 adjustable shelves
For HON’s Color Correct® program, any textured paint will be matched as smooth paint.
No minimum order is required for Choice Colors.
Keyed alike

GENERAL:
Assembly Type: Fully assembled
Counterweight: Yes
Gross Weight: TBD
Lock: Yes
Overall Depth: 21”
Overall Height: 19”
Overall Width: 24”

FINISHES:
Paint: Platinum Metallic
MOBILE BOOKCASE
2 Shelf
12-5/8D x 34-1/2W x 29H

OVERVIEW:
Manufacturer: HON
BRIGADE
Model Number: HS30ABC

SPECIFICATIONS:
With Glides
1 Adjustable Shelf

Brigade Bookcase 2-Shelf 12-5/8D x 34-1/2W x 29H.

GENERAL:
Assembly Type: Fully assembled
Counterweight: No
Gross Weight: TBD
Lock: No
Overall Depth: 12"
Overall Height: 29"
Overall Width: 34.5"

WARRANTY:
Full lifetime warranty

FINISHES:
Paint: Platinum Metallic
Brigade 800 Series Lat 36W 2 Opening w/Rollout Shelf
Manufacturer: HON
Model Number: H852

OVERVIEW:
Fixed front bottom drawer on all roll-out shelf units (standard drawer).
Flush top and sides.
Reinforced case construction.
Four adjustable leveling glides.
Full-width radius designer pull.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Assembly Type: Fully assembled
Counterweight: Yes
Gross Weight: TBD
Keyed alike

GENERAL:
Features drawer extension restraint; mechanical interlock inhibits the extension of more than one shelf at a time.
Two adjustable hang rails per opening for side-to-side filing.
Counterweight included where applicable to meet ANSI/BIFMA stability requirements.
Lock mechanism secures both sides of drawer.
Baked enamel finish over rust-inhibiting phosphate pre-treatment.
Equipped with HON “One Key” interchangeable core removable locks.

FINISHES:
Paint: Platinum Metallic

NOT ACTUAL COLOR SHOWN IN THIS IMAGE

DIMENSIONS:
12-5/8D x 34-1/2W x 29H

WARRANTY:
Full lifetime warranty
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TE 1 POWER - SYMMETRY - CURENT POWER MODULE

SYMMETRY - CURENT POWER MODULE
Current, 3 power, 2 USB

PART#  POW-CURRENT-10

OVERVIEW:
Power unit, 3 power, 2 USB, 10 ft cord, white or black. White option comes with 3.1Amp & Black option comes with 2.1Amp clamp-on option is standard, under mount option available.

SPECIFICATIONS:
15 amp, 125 volt
10 foot cord
Surge protection 510 joules
2x USB charging ports, 3.1A combined (Do EVI compliant adjustable clamp mount
UL/cUL listed (UL962A)
Convenient tablet or phone holder built into clamp mount

GENERAL:

PROPOSED QUANTITY:  TBD

Finish: white or black (black has 2.1Amp power vs 3.1Amp found in white)

WARRANTY:
Product and Period of Warranty:
5 years

FINISHES:
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ALTERNATE: S8

MITT
Manufacturer: Bernhardt
Model Number: mitt 5720

OVERVIEW:
Fully upholstered seat, Standard stitch with back handle. Mobile chair with four weight-activated self-locking casters.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Fully Upholstered
Contrasting stitch
No handle
Four weight-activated self-locking casters

DIMENSIONS:
33.5”W x 33.5”D x 32”H

GENERAL:
Gross Weight: 64lbs
Overall Depth: 33.5”
Overall Height: 33.5”
Overall Width: 32”
Seat Height: 16.5”

WARRANTY:
Bernhardt Design will repair or replace, at its discretion and without charge to the original purchaser, any seating product or part thereof which fails as the result of defects in material and workmanship, under single shift use and normal care, for five years from date of shipment, with the exception of guest and stacking chairs which will be warranted for three years.

FINISHES:
S8 (All) – Fabric Grade 7 TBD

Full details
http://bernhardtdesign.com/pricelist/seating/

CANNON DESIGN
COLORS SHOWN ARE NOT REPRESENTATIVE OF ACTUAL FINISH. PLEASE SEE PHYSICAL FINISH SAMPLE.
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ALTERNATE: S4 A,B,C,D

HEYA
Manufacturer: OFS
Model Number: mitt 5720

OVERVIEW:
Heya’s comfort and visual softness allow these small rooms to blend seamlessly into the office, while still providing the closeness and privacy people need to really focus.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Steel tube frame, Sinuous springs in seat. Armless, fully upholstered with molded plywood surround and canopy. Trim rail material will match cushion fabric. Console Location: Left or Right facing. No Tablet. No power.

GENERAL:
Seat Width: 26"
Seat Depth: 20"
Seat Height: 18.5"
Inside Back: 16.5"
Weight: 222lbs

DIMENSIONS:
43"W X 33.5"D X 66.5"H

WARRANTY:
OFS upholstered products warrant to 5 years. OFS will repair or replace, their discretion, without charge to the purchaser any product which fails as the result of such a defect during the warranty period.

FINISHES:
S4 (All): Base/Legs- Cast Aluminum; Interior hard surface: Wood Grain Laminate Color TBD; Outer surround- Camira Synergy Color TBD
S4A: Seat & back- Ultrafabrics UltaLeather Pro TBD
S4B: Seat & back- Ultrafabrics UltaLeather Pro TBD
S4C: Seat & back- Ultrafabrics UltaLeather Pro TBD
S4D: Seat & back- Ultrafabrics UltaLeather Pro TBD